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Remember that evening
When the rain kissed our faces?
We danced and stretched out our hands
And when the first rain drop hit our palms
We closed them and ran
Told each other we would preserve it
To eternity..

Today, the drop is gone
But when I touch my palm
I feel I go back to that happy moment
I revisit a certain memory
Preserved in my heart all these years..
I think of you, the little things we did
And all our wonderful moments together..

To all memories – moments, places, people, lessons and little things that have 
defined the contours of our lives..The March issue of Spark, dear Reader, 
strives to give you a key – one that would unlock the treasure house of 
memories – in whatever little way we can. So, go ahead and take the plunge. 
And tell us how you enjoyed this journey. Write to us at 
comments.spark@gmail.com.

Until we see you next month, good bye and God bless!

Happy memories,

Spark Editorial Team
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Lady looking up from the fields. Picture by 
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Left to Right: Saradha, Abiraami with her neighbour. Pictures by : Anupama Krishnakumar



Clockwise from left: A section of the Baalwadi class for kids upto 3 years; an old couple - the 
man impoverished; a lady with her cattle; a section of the people of Aarkavaadi. Pictures by : 
Anupama Krishnakumar



A section of the Marina Beach, Chennai, a few weeks after 
the Tsunami. Picture by : Anupama Krishnakumar



Left to Right: Relief material waiting to get loaded into a truck; volunteers at TN Women's 
Collective loading the relief material. Pictures by : Anupama Krishnakumar



Left to Right: Queue to collect food packets outside a temporary relief camp set up in 
Sreenivasapuram; A man with the packet he has collected. Pictures by : Anupama 
Krishnakumar
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